
Site visit report to Corporation School –IndiraNagar –Sept 19. 22, 2016
Done by Jaya Suresh

Visited the school- Went to school and saw the enthusiastic kids eager to learn. I 
had been visiting the school regularly every week for teaching English. I focussed on
phonic sounds Vowels and consonants, building their vocabulary and speaking 
simple sentence like “how are you “ and what is your name?             I spent some 
time on little readers - all sheets that contain simple sentences and build their 
vocabulary and spelling by making them write them 3 times. Twelve gypsy children 
attend this particular school while others are spread out in several schools in the 
area.   

I had procured the hotspot for the project and helped the Asha teacher Divya and 
Maheswari with computer basics like creating email. I also familiarised them about 
browsing the educational sites  and downloading learning material from the 
internet. 

Mentored teachers with English learning and monitored their English assignments 
quiz 1 and 2. 



Site visit report to Higher secondary School –Thiruvanmiyur –Sept 6
Done by Jaya Suresh . 

Visited the school – Met the HM to report the issue with Netaji not attending 
school and got the report on Doraimurugan , Madhavan and Vikram.  Met Vikram’s 
class teacher and she had complained that he is not attending school regularly but 
otherwise he is bright and can pick up and pass the exam. HM had complained that 
Doraimurugan does not wear shoes and on enquiring found out he has sore foot for 
several days. 

 The HM has requested that we visit the school once a week to monitor the 
attendance of gypsy children  and talk to their class teachers. Some of the children 
have been taking breaks during temple festivals and absenting themselves if they 
were late and this was affecting their learning.  Maheswari too had been regularly 
monitoring the children in the colony and having regular discussions with parents. 
She had been bringing parents or the children to the school for discussions. If there 
is a sickness or any other issue in the colony, she reports these to us and these I 
communicate to the HM through  whats app messages. The school too sends me 
messages or contacts me through phone. This networking with schools is helping  in
monitoring the attendance of the children spread out in various middle and high 
schools.  




